
2022 Kawasaki KLX150BF (KLX150F) KLX

$4,999 Drive Away

Category: New
Kilometres: 1 kms
Colour: Green
Transmission: Manual
Body:
Drive Type:
Fuel Type: Petrol
Engine: 144 cc
Reg Plate: Unregistered
Cylinders: 1 cylinders
Stock #: KP00235
VIN: MH4LX3F17NJP00235 

Dealer: West Coast Polaris
Address: 270 Pinjarra Road, Mandurah, Western Australia 6210
Phone: 08 9535 8822

Dealer Comments

WA Newest Kawasaki Dealer. We are a Family Owned Dealership.



DUAL PURPOSE WITH SERIOUS OFF ROAD PERFORMANCE -A simple, yet reliable air-cooled single-cylinder
engine and highly rigid, box-section perimeter frame are complemented by full size large-diameter wheels.

The KLX150BF SE wheels (21 front and 18 rear) and inverted front fork to offer an even higher level of off-road
performance. A simple yet reliable air-cooled single-cylinder engine with electric starter nestled in a sturdy, highly
rigid steel perimeter frame offers easy-access, hassle-free fun. Complementing the strong engine and box-section
perimeter frame, the 21 front and 18 rear wheels enable the KLX150BF SE to more easily tackle all obstacles
encountered.

The KLX150BF SE offers a slim, compact package with a 870 mm seat height, comfortable riding position and low-
effort controls, resulting in a bike that is easy to ride for new riders and satisfying for experienced riders. A new
gold finish on the inverted front forks, new "X-TREME" graphics on the 2021 KLX150BF SE with the KX-inspired
styling further adds to pride in ownership. Fat bar handlebars, black alumite rims, hand guards, engine protector
and frame guards round-out the additional features on the KLX150SE SE version. The KLX150BF SE is also
Learner Legal throughout Australia.

* If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More to Pay", the price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government
charges. Please confirm price and features with the seller of the vehicle.
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